Predict Performance
Asset Health Monitoring
Solutions for Your Entire Plant

Experience In Motion

New solutions from an
industry leader
Our advances in analytics expand the depth, breadth
and speed of our diagnostic and predictive capabilities.
By partnering with Flowserve, you’ll gain access to the
most experienced engineering minds in fluid motion and
control as well as our new program that turns physics
into data, data into actions, and actions into results.

Driving step change in reliability
The Flowserve suite of IIoT products, software and
services helps plant reliability engineers, operators and
maintenance personnel monitor and predict equipment
performance, so they can take prompt actions and
reduce unplanned downtime.

By combining Flowserve’s innovative IIoT products, analytics technology
and expert service, you can:
Elevate profitability. Focus only on those assets which require attention,
and avoid unplanned downtime and wasted efforts from evaluating healthy
equipment.
Enhance equipment efficiency. By knowing where all your assets are
on their respective pump operating curve, you can optimize for maximum
efficiency.
Improve safety. Reduce the time technicians spend in higher-risk areas by
knowing exactly where the problem is and what it will take to fix it.
Use your existing infrastructure. Our IIoT solutions are built on an open
platform, so they’ll work with your existing systems and processes.

Knowledge drives action

Know

Act

Optimize

Predict

Know what’s
happening
with all your
flow control
equipment.

Take informed
corrective action
to head off issues
before they affect
production.

Use advanced
diagnostics
to fine-tune
equipment
and maximize
operational
efficiency.

See potential
issues well in
advance and
implement
procedures to
mitigate them.

The Flowserve approach
Data collection
Innovative sensors reliably and
securely collect and transmit
detailed performance data from
any equipment (critical or noncritical). Our sensors collect the
near real-time snapshot or real-time,
full-spectrum data you need to
evaluate asset health and address
equipment problems before they
impact your organization.
Data analysis
Flowserve is unique in the industry
because we develop data analysis
software and algorithms based
on our unmatched pump, rotating
equipment and fluid motion
expertise. Unlike other offerings, our
software and analytics can learn
from equipment lifecycles, predict
their future working life, diagnose
equipment problems, and prescribe
the exact steps to fix them.
Rapid response
When it comes to repairing and
maintaining rotating equipment,
you need access to qualified
engineers, technicians and parts
— and you need it fast. Flowserve
engineers and technicians who
have experience servicing flow
control equipment can not only help
customers around the world solve
equipment-related problems, but
also identify ways to get the most
out of their rotating equipment and
reduce operating costs.
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Technology, services and capabilities
Global Flowserve
Service Network
Plant Maintenance
Cloud

Insight platform delivers
root cause identification,
remaining run time and
digital record keeping.

Receive
automated
notifications.

The Global Flowserve Service Network
offers world-class engineering capabilites,
Quick Response Centers, on-site application
engineers, remote monitoring capabilities
and services, and global parts hubs for fast
availability of parts and seals.

Optimize
preventative
maintenance.

Valves
Predictive diagnostic
engines monitor
valves, actuators,
positioners and
control signals.

Plant Operations
and Planning
Connect with operations,
maintenance and reliability
teams to improve productivity
and plant performance.
Flexibility to integrate with
multiple data storage systems.

Access stored
data and event
history from local
devices.

Plant Maintenance
and Operations

Pumps, Seals
and Motors
Wired and wireless sensor
connectivity provides real-time
and trending data. Alarms and
notifications are enabled through
Flowserve IIoT systems.
Connect your plant assets
reliably and securely.

Process Reliability
and Engineering
Insight platform delivers
predictive analytics and
root cause determination,
improving reliability.
Access long-term
performance records.

A proven process
Flowserve’s asset health monitoring follows a comprehensive and proven process to advance your existing
capabilities and improve reliability. Our solutions are scalable, so they’ll grow with your needs. And because they’re
built on open-source platforms, you don’t have to use technology or equipment from one specific manufacturer.
Our approach includes solutions for critical, key and balance of plant equipment.
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Assessment
• Data acquisition
• Installation and commissioning
• Monitoring and optimization
• Long-term service and support
Data acquisition plan
• Technical model that establishes monitoring levels
• System design
• Select monitoring equipment
• Local plant site or hosted cloud option
• Utilize the default HMI design or develop a custom one
• Visualization and alarms/notifications
Installation and commissioning
• Install new or repurpose existing monitoring
equipment and infrastructure
• Install gateways as needed
• Software setup and configuration
• Customer training as needed
Monitoring and optimization
• Online data gathering and understanding baselines
• Software configuration
• Model and system validation and refinement
Long-term service and support
• Plant- and enterprise-wide service agreements
• Engineering and equipment expertise and support
• Value-added, on-site technical services
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Asset health monitoring solutions for your entire plant
Critical systems: 5%

Key processes: 15%

Predictive analytics

Balance of plant: 80%

Enhanced condition data point monitoring (eCDPM) and condition monitoring

IIoT services
Predictive analytics
Full-spectrum monitoring solution
• Asset types: Between bearings,
overhung, vertical pumps
• Criticality: Critical and key
processes
• Scope:
–– Wired sensors
–– Installation and commissioning
–– Portal setup and training
–– License to algorithms
–– Infrastructure and IT system
support (remote)
–– Annual complete system health
check (on-site)
–– Remote monitoring
• Benefits:
–– 24/7 real-time monitoring,
analytics and diagnostics
–– Diagnose problems in early
stages
–– Estimate remaining life
–– OEM recommendations
–– Monitoring center support

Enhanced Condition Data
Point Monitoring (eCDPM)
Most efficient CDPM solution
• Asset types: Most rotating
equipment
• Criticality: Key processes and
balance of plant
• Scope:
–– Wireless sensors
–– Installation and commissioning
–– Portal setup and training
–– Infrastructure and IT system
support (remote)
–– Annual complete system health
check (on-site)
–– Remote monitoring
–– Route-based CDPM only on
alerting assets
• Benefits:
–– 24/7 near real-time monitoring,
alerts and trending reports
–– On-site visits by Flowserve
specialists
–– OEM recommendations
–– Monitoring center support
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Condition monitoring
Cost-effective, long-range solution
• Asset types: Most rotating
equipment
• Criticality: Balance of plant
• Scope:
–– Wireless sensors
–– Installation and commissioning
–– Portal setup and training
–– Infrastructure and IT system
support (remote)
–– Annual complete system health
check (on-site)
–– Remote monitoring
• Benefits:
–– 24/7 near real-time monitoring,
alerts and trending reports
–– OEM recommendations
–– Monitoring center support

The knowledge to immediately improve plant performance
and reliability
Flowserve is unique in this space. We’ve always led the way in manufacturing and service. Now, we’re taking the
lead in creating new technologies to detect, diagnose and optimize flow-related equipment, giving customers endto-end solutions that improve the overall performance of their operations. With our unmatched service capabilities,
we now have the technology to help our customers detect and diagnose problems, and all the resources, tools and
knowledge it takes to solve them. It’s a continuous effort to provide the best possible solutions for our customers.

Impeller-to-cover gap
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Flowserve Corporation
5215 North O’Connor Blvd.
Suite 2300
Irving, Texas 75039-5421 USA
Telephone: +1 937 890 5839

Flowserve Corporation has established industry leadership in the design and manufacture of its products.
When properly selected, this Flowserve product is designed to perform its intended function safely during
its useful life. However, the purchaser or user of Flowserve products should be aware that Flowserve products
might be used in numerous applications under a wide variety of industrial service conditions. Although
Flowserve can provide general guidelines, it cannot provide specific data and warnings for all possible
applications. The purchaser/user must therefore assume the ultimate responsibility for the proper sizing and
selection, installation, operation, and maintenance of Flowserve products. The purchaser/user should read and
understand the Installation Instructions included with the product, and train its employees and contractors in
the safe use of Flowserve products in connection with the specific application.
While the information and specifications contained in this literature are believed to be accurate, they are
supplied for informative purposes only and should not be considered certified or as a guarantee of satisfactory
results by reliance thereon. Nothing contained herein is to be construed as a warranty or guarantee, express or
implied, regarding any matter with respect to this product. Because Flowserve is continually improving and
upgrading its product design, the specifications, dimensions and information contained herein are subject to
change without notice. Should any question arise concerning these provisions, the purchaser/user should
contact Flowserve Corporation at any one of its worldwide operations or offices.
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